Chemoradiotherapy-induced Changes in Mucinous Components in Rectal Cancer Tissue: Evaluation on High Iron Diamine-alcian Blue and Mucin 1 Staining.
The standard treatment for rectal cancer is neoadjuvant chemoradiotherapy (nCRT) followed by surgery. Mucinous carcinoma responds poorly to nCRT. In some patients, mucin lakes (MLs) are induced by nCRT. Identifying whether MLs are induced or originally present would be of great importance. We studied 20 patients with MLs (CRT-MC group) among 205 patients who received nCRT. Among 88 patients who did not receive nCRT, we studied 9 patients with mucinous carcinoma (non-CRT-MC group) and 18 patients with MLs in differentiated adenocarcinoma (non-CRT-AC group). Tumors were stained with high iron diamine-Alcian blue (HID-AB) and MUC1 staining. Rate of AB>HID staining of cancer cells was significantly higher in the CRT-MC group than in non-CRT-MC group (p=0.0004). Rate of MUC1 staining in MLs was significantly higher in the CRT-MC group (p=0.0254). nCRT can induce qualitative changes in mucinous components, however, other methods are required to distinguish induced components from originally existing components.